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Within a year, state Department of Transportation officials expect to start work on a $1.2
million improvement to a 1-mile stretch of Route 6 in Truro.

TRURO — Bicyclist Helen Bruno breezed through her left turn off Route 6 at Shore Road one
recent morning with barely a pause for traffic.

“It’s never that easy,” Bruno, of Killington, Vermont, said as she pulled over briefly on Shore
Road in Truro, where she regularly vacations with her family.

Within a year, state Department of Transportation officials expect to start work on a $1.2
million improvement to a 1-mile stretch of Route 6 in that area. The goals are to slow traffic,
better protect bicyclists and improve driving safety.

“There’s just so much going on there,” Truro Chamber of Commerce President Steven
Roderick said of the intersections at Route 6 near Shore Road, which is also known as Route
6A. While chamber members have not yet discussed the upgrades at a meeting, Roderick said
he likes what he’s learned so far.

The upgrade is the second phase of last year’s project that delineated bicycle lanes along the
shoulders of Route 6 from northern Wellfleet into the town of Truro. Now, the bicycle lanes will
reach farther north into Truro, with a designated bike lane crossing at Shore Road. The

Hide caption
Among the changes to Route 6 in Truro will be the addition of a designated bicycle crossing at
the intersection with Shore Road.

[Merrily Cassidy/Cape Cod Times]
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improvements will move the transition from two lanes to four lanes on Route 6 a half-mile
north, to the low-traffic South Hollow Road intersection.

Even for the Cape’s smallest and most rural town, there can be a sense of drama at the
current Route 6 and Shore Road intersection, where the inclination for drivers going in either
direction is oftentimes to speed up, despite the presence of blinking red and yellow traffic
lights. On the morning Bruno breezed through the intersection, the driver of a bakery truck
gunned it heading south as he climbed the hill, where the road narrows to two lanes. Later, the
driver of a box truck gunned it in the opposite direction as he drove down the hill, where the
road widens to four lanes.

The worst-case scenarios, Bruno said, is for a bicyclist to have to stop in the turning lane on
Route 6, put her shoe to the ground and hope the motorist behind her might notice her
presence and yield. “You just never know,” Bruno said.

At that intersection a driver must think about the change from two lanes to four lanes of traffic,
plus the possibility of turning, plus the possibility of a bicycle, Cape Cod Commission
Transportation Program Manager Steven Tupper said.

“There’s too many driving tasks to think about,” Tupper said. The road improvements will
reduce the number of driver tasks in that area, he said.

In 2017, the traffic in the area of Shore Road and Route 6 had the highest vehicle counts in
Truro, about 20,000 on a summer day.

“It’s a dangerous transition to have the lane change at Shore Road,” said Kristen Roberts, co-
owner of Truro Vineyards of Cape Cod, which abuts Route 6 just north of the area to be
reconstructed. In the state transportation plan, the transition from two to four lanes would
move about a half-mile closer to the vineyard.

One or more milled rumble strips are planned along the center line on Route 6 in the upgraded
area, which would extend the rumble strips recently added in parts of Wellfleet and into Truro
after a series of fatal traffic crashes.

“I’m guessing it will make that part of Route 6 safer, which we are all for,” Roberts said.

The highway upgrades, in part, have seeds in the efforts of bicycling advocates in Truro and
Wellfleet who lobbied state highway officials to delineate bike lanes along Route 6 from
northern Wellfleet into Truro.

— Follow Mary Ann Bragg on Twitter: @maryannbraggCCT.
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